If the existence of a measurable cardinal is consistent then it is consistent in that there is a second category set A Ç R such that every A -> A function, as a subset of R , is of first category. Some other connected results are also proved.
0. Introduction P. Erdös and the author proved in [4] that the plane admits a decomposition into countably many pieces none containing the three nodes of a right-angled triangle if and only if the continuum hypothesis holds. This implies that if the CH holds then there exists a second category set omitting right-angled triangles. The latter statement can actually be proved without any additional hypothesis by a transfinite recursion of length 2W . One only has to observe that < 2W lines and circles cannot cover a residual set, that is, the complement of a first category set. In fact this idea can be used to show that even in R" , there exist second category/positive outer measure sets omitting rational distances, triangles of given shape/angle, or isosceles triangles, or any predetermined geometrical configurations. Returning to the result in [4] , it implies the stronger statement, that (if 2 CH holds) every second category set in 7? contains a second category subset, omitting right-angled triangles. We show that this last statement is independent. For this, we prove that, assuming the consistency of a measurable cardinal, it is consistent that there exists a second category set AC R, such that the graph of every /: A -► A function is of first category, as a subset of 7? (it is convenient to identify functions with their graphs, as is done in axiomatic set theory). The measurable cardinal is not needed for the case of one-to-one functions. We show that for the general case at least an inaccessible cardinal is needed.
Using similar techniques, we prove a result complementary to an old theorem of Ulam; if the existence of a huge cardinal is consistent, then so is the existence of a second category set A ç R of size o>3 such that every smaller subset is of first category and A cannot be decomposed into co3 many disjoint second category sets.
We use the standard set theory notions (see e.g. [5, 8] ). Cardinals are identified with initial ordinals. For a set X, k a cardinal,
[X]K = {YCX:\Y\ = K},
[X]<K = {Y CX: \Y\ <k}.
1. One-to-one functions Theorem 1. It is consistent that 2W = co2 and there exists a second category set AC R such that every one-to-one function f: A -► A is of first category.
Proof. Let V he a model of ZFC + GCH. Let P add cox Cohen reals. Let A = {ra: a < cox} be the set of those Cohen reals. If N ç tox is a nonstationary subset, let Q(N) he the canonical partial ordering (see [5] ) making {ra: a e N} of first category. Let Q be the finite support product of these Q(N) 's. Our model will be VP*Q . It is well known that P, P * Q are ccc.
We first show that every one-to-one /: A -> A is of first category. Let g: cox -> cox be the function such that f(ra) = r ,a). By ccc, there is a closed unbounded set C ç cox such that if a < y e C, then g (a), g~ (a) < y is forced by 1. If N = &>, -C, then the graph of /, {{ra, fi(ra)}: a < cox} is covered by ({ra: aeN}xR)U(Rx{ra:aeN})U{(x,x):xeR}, and these sets are of first category.
We finally show that A is of second category in V ^. Assume that 1 forces A to be covered by 770, Fx, ... , some nowhere dense, closed sets. Every nowhere dense, closed set can be described as the complement of some union of rational intervals. There are, by ccc, in Ve, countably many conditions q e Q (i = 0, 1, ...) completely determining the F¡ 's. There are in V nonstationary sets NQ, Nx, ... such that the supports of the qi 's are covered by {7V0, 7Y,, ...}. Selecta y e cox-(N0uNxu---).
Weshowthat 1 I h ry £ \JF¡, and this gives the desired contradiction. It suffices to show that if (p, q) e P*Q, i < co, then there is an extension of (p, q) forcing that r <£ F¡. Assume that the information p gives on r is that ry e E, where E is a diadic interval. In Vp it is true that there is an extension of q in Q forcing that F¡ n É = 0 for some diadic subinterval É of E. By the above remarks, we can find such a condition among those with supports from {7Y0, TV,, ...}. Back in V we can find (p , q) forcing F¡ n É = 0 where the yth coordinate of p is still E, otherwise p extends p . If we extend (p , q) to a condition (p", q) where the only change is that the yth coordinate of p" is É, then (p", q) forces that r is in the empty interval E' n F¡ which is impossible.
An easy argument gives Theorem 2. If CH holds, then every second category set has a second category one-to-one function onto itself.
Proof. Assume that A ç R is a second category set.
Claim. Ax A is of second category.
Proof of Claim. Assume that A x A = \J{Tn : n < co} , with Tn nowhere dense.
Put S(x, n) = {y £ A: (x, y) £ TJ for x e A. As \J{S(x, n):n<co} = A, for every x £ A , some S(x, n) is dense in some rational interval 7. If n < co, 7 is a rational interval, put U(n, I) = {x £ A: S(x, n) is dense in 7}. As L){U(n, I) : n, 1} = A, for some n , I, U(n, I) is dense in an interval /, so Tn is dense in 7 x J , a contradiction.
Enumerate the first category Fa subsets of 7? as {Ba: a < cox} . Select by transfinite recursion a , b £ A such that a ¿ aR, b 4 bR (ß < a) and (aa,ba) <£ Ba . As A x A is of second category, countably many lines plus Ba cannot cover it, so aa, ba may be selected. If we set fi(aa) = ba, then / is not covered by any 77a , so it is of second category.
General functions
Theorem 3. If the existence of a measurable cardinal is consistent then so is the existence of a second category set AC R such that every A -► A function is of first category. The same holds for every A" -> A function (n = 1,2,...).
Proof. Let F be a model of ZFC such that k is measurable, and 7 is a k-complete, normal, prime ideal on/c. As in the proof of Theorem 1, let P add k Cohen reals, let their set be A = {ra: a < k} , and let Q make every {ra: a £ B} (77 £ I) of first category. As is the proof of Theorem 1, P * Q is P Ci ccc and A is of second category, even in V 'v.
P O Assume first that /: A -► A is a function in V . Let / be a name for / such that 1 h fi: A-* A . By ccc for every a < k the set of potential values Ta = {i<K:3p\r-fi(ra) = r(} is countable. Say Ta = {gn(a) : n < co} . It suffices to show that S(gn) is of first category, where S(g) = {(ra, rg{a)): a < k} . If g: k ^ k , g £ V is given, by the properties of 7, either g(a) = c holds for some c < k , outside a set in 7, which will be abbreviated by g(a) = c almost everywhere, or g(a) = a almost everywhere, or else g(a) > a almost everywhere. Let 77 be the set of those a values for which the appropriate (in) equality does not hold. As Bel, C = {ra: a e 77} is of first category, in the final model. The range of g is in 7, in the first and the third cases. This is obvious for the first case, but in the third case there is a regressive function, namely g~ on it, which does not have an unbounded set where it is constant. The normality of 7 gives the statement. category in Rn+ . It is well known that there exists a set 77 £ I such that k -77 is a set of indiscernibles (see [5] ). If n: {1, 2,..., n} -* {1, 2,..., n} is a permutation, then y = g(xn^x), ... , xn^nA) lies in the same interval (depending only on n ) with respect to x, <■••<!" for xx, ... , xn £ k-B . This implies that y £ B . Therefore, every vector in T(g) has a coordinate in {ra: a £ 77}, which is of first cateogry, and so is T(g).
Corollary 4. If the existence of a measurable cardinal is consistent then so is the existence of a second category planar set that does not contain a second category subset omitting right angled triangles.
Proof. Ax A from Theorem 3 will work. Assume that B C A x A spans no right-angled triangles. Then, for (x, y) e B there is either no z e A such that z ^ y and (x, z) e B , or else there is no z e A , z ^ x such that (z, y) e B . In other words, 77 is covered by a 'horizontal' and by a 'vertical' function. Proof. We use the model of Theorem 3. Assume that 1 lh 77 ç A x A. For a < ß < k , either 1 lh (ra, rß), (rß, ra) <£ B or there is a p(a, ß) forcing (ra , r») £ B or forcing (rß , ra) e B . Fix such a p(a, ß) (if it exists). If a < ßx < ß2 and p(a, /?,), p(a, ß2) are compatible, fix a common lower bound p(a, ßx, ß2). If, for ax < a2 < ßx < ß2, p(ax , ßx, ß2) and p(a2, ßx , ß2) are compatible, fix q(ax, a2, /?,, ß2), a common lower bound.
Color the pairs, triples, and quadruples of k according to which of the abovementioned cases occur. By measurability, there is a measure one set Z ç k on which the same cases hold. If, for a < ß inZ , 1 forces (ra , rß), (rß , ra) 7 7, then 77 is covered by two first category sets as in the previous proofs, and we are done. We can therefore assume that, say, p(a, ß) forces (ra, rß) e 77 for a < ß in Z . By the homogeneity of Z , either p(a, ßx), p(a, ß2) are incompatible for a < ßx < ß2 in Z, or they are always compatible. The former case is impossible, as the applied notion of forcing is ccc, and there are cox different elements above an a in Z . Again, by homogeneity, either p(ax, ßx, ß2), p(a2, ßx , ß2) are incompatible whenever a, < a2 < /?, < ß2 in Z , or else they are always compatible. The former case is impossible, as there are /?, < ß2 in Z , preceded by cox elements of Z , and the notion of forcing is ccc. There are, therefore, ax < a2 < ßx < ß2 such that q(ax, a2, ßx, ß2) exists, and forces the rectangle {ra , ra } x {rß , rß } to be in 77.
We notice that if a set A satisfies Theorem 3, then \A\ > cox . For this, one takes the Sierpiñski decomposition of A x A into countably many 'horizontal' and 'vertical' functions. One of them is of second category. (See e.g. [10, 11] .)
It is possible that the conclusion of Theorem 3 implies the consistency of a measurable cardinal. Although we have not been able to prove this we have some evidence in its favor.
If k is a cardinal, an ultrafilter U over k is uniform, if \A\ = k holds for every A £ U. An ultrafilter U is (co, K)-regular, if there exist Aa £ U (a < k) , such that the intersection of any infinitely many Aa 's is empty. Statement 6. If a set as in Theorem 3 exists, then there is for some k a uniform, non-(co, K)-regular ultrafilter over k .
Proof. Assuming that A ç R satisfies Theorem 3, we can assume that k = \A\ is of minimal cardinality. Then every subset of A of size < k is of first category. Put 7 = {77 ç A : 77 is of first category } . 7 is clearly a nontrivial, cox -complete ideal. Claim 1. There are no mutually disjoint sets 77Q £ 7, BaÇ A , a < k .
Proof. Assume that {77q: a < k} are disjoint, A = {aa: a < k} . Define /: A -> A as follows: f(x) = aa if x £ Ba. If the graph of / is of first category, then by the Fubini theorem, for all but first category many y e R, the set {x £ R: f(x) = y} is of first category. There is, therefore, a aa £ A such that 77q = fi~x(aa) is of first category; a contradiction.
To conclude, we need an argument of Silver (see [1] ). Let Proof. Assume that Yn £ G, sn, n = 0,1,..., witness this. Then 5 = \J{sn: n < co} witnesses that Y = f]{Yn: n < co} £ G. If a £ s, then a $ sn (n < co) , so Xa -Y ç U{(^Q -Yn): n < co} £ I, as I is cox-complete. As [k]<k ç 7, and 7 is cox-complete, cf (k) > to, so |s| < k .
Select a(£) < k as long as possible (say for c¡ < 6 ), such that X.,, -U{^a(T): t < ¿¡} £ I+ . By our hypotheses, 6 < k. Let S0 = {a(<*): t\ < 6}, then from k -SQ select similarly Sx , then S2, etc. By the definition of G, Yn = (j{Xa: a £ Sn} £ G. Select y € f){Yn: n < co}, then an £ Sn such that y £ X . We are done, as f]{Xa : n < co} ^ 0. H.-D. Donder obtained several results on nonregular ultrafilters [2] . Though he only proved that the existence of an ultrafilter as in Claim 2 implies the consistency of an inaccessible cardinal, it is very likely that those methods will lead to the proof of the consistency of a measurable cardinal, and giving the necessary counterpart to Theorem 3.
Decompositions of second category sets
An old result of Ulam [ 12] says that if (*) no cardinal < 2 is weakly inaccessible then every second category set is the disjoint union of cox second category sets. We show in [6] that this statement is not true in general. Ulam's argument actually shows that under (*) every second category A ç R is the disjoint union of t second category sets, where t is the least cardinal such that the union of t many first category subsets of A may be of second category. Obviously, t is uncountable and regular. One can ask if under (*), x can be replaced by 6 = min{|7?| : B C A 2nd category} . We show that it is not the case.
Theorem 7. If the existence of a huge cardinal is consistent then so is that 2W = co4 and there exists a second category set A C R with \A\ = a>3, all 77 ç A with \B\ < co2 are of first category, and A is not the union of co3 disjoint second category sets.
Proof. We are going to build a model similar to those in Theorems 1 and 3. Let 7 be a uniform ideal on <y3 such that (3.1) 7 is to, -complete ; if A, £ I+ (c¡ < tof), then there isa Z e [coA\Wl such that (3>2) rrvVieZ}#0.
Then let P be the notion of forcing which adds co3 Cohen reals, {ra : a < p co3}. In V , for B £ I, let Q(B) be the canonical notion of forcing that makes {ra: a £ 77} of first category. Q is the finite support product of the Q(B) 's for all 77 £ I. We force by P*Q. The proof that A = {ra : a < co3} remains of second category is entirely the same as the corresponding proof in Theorem 1.
Assume that 1 forces {A^: ¡A, < a>3} to be a decomposition of A. Take 77« = {a < co3: 3p I h ra £ A A. If some B, is in 7, then A. is made first category by P * Q. If B( <£ I for all £ < co}, then by (3.2), there is a Z £ [toA\Wl and a t < co3 such that x £ B* for £ £ Z . Choose p(Ç) £ P* Q forcing rx£ Af, then {p(£): c¡ e Z} are tox incompatible elements of P* Q, a contradiction, since P * Q is ccc.
The remainder of the proof is dedicated to showing that a model of Magidor [9] contains an ideal 7 as described in (3.1, 3.2). Magidor's model can briefly be described as follows. Let k be a huge cardinal, j: V -> M an elementary if a < k is regular, C ç P is a regular subalgebra, \C\ < k , then C * Col(a, k) ç P.
A forcing notion with these properties can be built by diagonalization, see [8, 9] . In V , let Q be the canonical poset collapsing X to k++ = co3 via conditions of size < k . In VP,Q we are going to construct an ideal 7 over [X]<K . As i( P)
GCH holds, this suffices. In Mn , j(Q) is a partial ordering, which, over
Mi{-P), collapses j(X) to X++ with conditions of size < X. In VJ( we are going to define {ya: a < X+}, a decreasing sequence of elements of j(Q). Let y0 he a master condition for a generic G ç j(P). Then for every A ç [X]<K , A£VP'Q let a ya be selected that (3.6) ya lh j"X £ j(A) or yQ lh j"X £ j(A).
In Vj(P), let A £ AF if for some a, ya\\-j"X e j(A). This is an ultrafilter, in Vm , over P([X]<K) nVp'Q. & is K-complete, see [9] . In VP'Q we define 7 as follows. A C [X]<K, A e VP'Q is in 7 if 1 lh A £ f?. As AF is K-complete, 7 is K-complete, so (3.1) is fulfilled.
For (3.2), let Aa £ I, (a < X) be given. Let p(a) £ j(P)/P * Q force A £ SF. j(P)/P * Q is X cc, and a well-known lemma with the regularity of X ensures that some p forces that X many p(a) 's are in the generic set. Forcing by this element, we get that, in V , X many of the Aa 's are in A?. For each of them, there is a y^ forcing j"X £ j(Aa).
As M is closed under A-sequences, in MJÍ '•J<-Q' for j(Aa: a < X), it is true that for X many elements of the sequence it is forced that j"X is contained in them, as j(A)u . = j(A ) (for a < X ). For X many of them, the intersection is J\0:) Ot nonempty, therefore, by the elementarity of j, for k many Aa , the intersection P O of them is nonempty in V ' *.
